The general method of construction of gauge-invariant Lagrangians that is based on the fibre bundle theory and group transformations, is proposed. The method enables one to obtain Lagrangians with the exact and spontaneously broken symmetry. To illustrate, the Lagrangian of the inhomogeneous gauge group £3= 0(3) x) T3 is constructed. The possibility of constructing a gauge-invariant action for the Poincare group, which satisfies physical requirements is analyzed. It is shown that the action cannot be obtained for the exact symmetry and it can be constructed for the spontaneously broken symmetry. In the latter case the action corresponds to the generalized gravitation theory containing, as a particular case, Einstein's relativity and also the theorieacinvolving torsion and squared curvature. Moreover, it becomes possible that the massive vector particles corresponding to the gauge fields of the translation subgroup would exist. § 1. Introduction
The construction of gauge-invariant Lagrangians has received much attention in recent years. This problem is rather easy to solve for semi-simple symmetry groups with nondegenerate Killing's metric!) which can be used to construct invariants. For other groups Killing's metric is degenerate which leads to physically inadequate Lagrangians which do not contain kinetic terms for some gauge fields and do not satisfy the requirement that energy be positive.
The method for constructing physically adequate Lagrangians for any group is needed in this connection. The present paper suggests a universal method of construction of gauge invariants for any Lie group which are-then used to obtain the Lagrangian and the action of the theory. The method is based on the general theorems of the fibre bundle theory and the transformation group theory and it is not connected with the model assumptions and the concrete specific character of a gauge group.
In § 2, the foundations of the method are given. To illustrate, the group E3= 0(3) x) T3 is used. In § 3 the present method'is used to construct the action of the Poincare space-time gauge group. The Appendix contains some details of computations. § 2. The foundations of the method 1. The initial object of the method"is the principle fibre bundle P(M, C) with the four-dimensional base M and the structural group C. In order to formulate the fourdimensional gauge field theory corresponding to a given fibre bundle P, the local connection form Aw and curvature form Fw are usually used. 2 ) These forms are obtained by the reduction of the connection form wand curvature form .Q (defined on the whole manifold P) on local cross sections {a~L The local cross~,section is the four-dimensional sub-*) Permanent address: Institute of ' Nuclear Physics; Moscow' State University, Moscow. manifold diffeomorphic to a region Ut:CM. The reductions of the same connection form (J) on different cross sections are connected by the gauge transformation
where g is an element of the structural group G such that (5z;= (5t:' g(x). Here (5.' g(x) is the action of group G on the manifold P and ad(g) is the adjoint representation of group G in the Lie algebra. The curvature form Q = fl) (J) (where fl) is an exterior covariant. differential) is transformed homogeneously (1'1) It follows from the above-given formulas that the requirement of gauge invariance means the independence of the action of theory of the choice of local cross sections (5t:.
It may turn out that in the fibre bundle P(M, G) there exists another set of local cross sections {Y,.} such that Y,= Yp'h(x), hEHcG and the regions {U,} in the base M that are diffeomorphic to the cross sections {y,}, cover the whole manifold M. As is seen from our papers,3),4) the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken to the subgroup H if the action includes, alongside the forms A w , F w , the connection form A y and curvature form F y reduced on the cross sections {Y,}.
Physically, the coordinates ya(x)of the cross sections {Y,}correspond to Goldstone's fields in this case. The existence of a set of cross sections {y,} depends on concrete features of the fibre bundle P in question; specifically,5) these cross sections can always be constructed in case of a flat base M.
The requirement of gauge invariance with the cross sections {rJt:} and {y,} both being present means the independence of the action of the choice of local cross sections {rJt:} and the choice of a concrete representative in the set of cross sections {y,} related by the transformation Y,-> Yr' h(x). It follows that to construct the action 5 is to obtain a tensor 4-form 6 ) that is invariant under transformations of group G (relating cross sections {(5.}) and group H (relating the cross sections {Y,}), This form can be constructed using an exterior product. For this form to be tensor, the starting forms used to construct the sought-for invariant should be tensor. As it follows from the fibre bundle theory, the tensor forms are: F<~), F /, A ya, ya and the dual ones (here F(~), A ya, ... are components of the forms F<I!), A y ,'" in the expansion of the Lie algebra basis G, &=1, .. ·,dimG; a=l, "', dim G/ H). Note, when the forms are used, the action is automatically invariant under the general coordinate transformations. This simplifies the construction of invariant Lagrangians to a large extent.
2. Let us elucidate the transformation law of the above quantities with the substitution of cross sections. First, we determine the method of introducing the coordinates of cross sections Yr. To this end, we choose the representatives L (y) in the co sets G/ H. The element g of group G is represented as g =L(y) h( u), where hEH, U are the parameters of group H. By the coordinates of cross sections Y, we choose the group parameters ya, u"( if = 1, "', dimH) determined by the relation To obtain the transformation law for the coordinates y(x) we take it into account that in the transition to a different cross section (5z;
(1· 2)
Here, the new coordinates y'a, U"ii are determined by the group law of multiplication
In compliance with the requirement that the action be independent of the choice of representatives in the set of Yr related by the transformations of group H, the coordinates u(x) cannot enter the invariant action.
It will be noted that the set of cross sections {Yr } together with the requirement of gauge invariance under group H is equivalent to the existence of a global cross section in the associated fibre bundle E(M, C/H; C). The present method of construction of theories with spontaneously broken symmetries is a practical realization of the theorem 6 ) on the reduction of a structural group of the fibre bundle P(M, C) to the subgroup H if in the fibre bundle E there exists a global cross section. Now we proceed to the transformation law of the forms F/, Aya, taking it into account that on the cross section Yr =6q·L(y) these forms are related to the local forms on the cross section 6q by the gauge transformation
where D is the group C adjoint representation matrix.
Taking into account (1·1)~(1·5) we find it out that the transformation law of Aya, Fl,
where
3. Using the obtained transformation laws of the quantities F(~), F /, A ya, ya, one can construct the gauge-group invariants. The forms being tensor, the infinitesimal criterion of transformation-group invariants 7 ) can be used to construct an invariant 4-form. Let II be a space formed by the above-given tensor forms and pI' this space coordinates (in other words, it is a common designation of ' all forms) and 1[f1'(p, g, h) the general designation of group transformations (1,1'), (1·3), (1·6), (1·7). The transformation group C0H in the space II is determined by the mapping C0H0II ~ II:
(the group C is here connected with the transitions between cross sections 6q and the group H between cross sections Yr ). The form of the invariance condition depends on the type of forms used to construct the invariant f(p). If use is made of even forms only (i.e., pforms where p is an even number), which commutate relative to an exterior product, the invariant f(p) satisfies the set of equations/)
where M I' = (iJ 1Jf Jl / Jg il) g=o are the vector fields induced by the transformation group G in the space ll. In this case the number of solutions n of the set of Eqs. (1-8) is determined by the formula 7) n=dim II -max rank MaJl(P) .
(1-9)
.
PEII
If odd forms are used (i.e., p-forms where p is an odd number) which anti-commutate relative to an exterior product, the space II becomes a super-space. In this case the invariance criterion takes the form (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) where pii are the even coordinates of the subspace lli. e are the coordinates of Grassmann's subspace ll2; II = lllffill2. The number of solutions of the system (1-10) is determined by the theorem 8 ) which· can be formulated in our case as' follows. Let max rank M/(P, 0) =dimG. Then the number of even invariants is, as before determined by the formula nl =dim lll-dim G, and the number of odd invariants n2=dim ll2.
4. Now let us illustrate this method using, as an example, the group G = E3 = 50(3) x) T3. The Lie algebra is irt this case
First, we construct the action using the components of the local curvature form Fw =FiJi+ (;PPj • This corresponds to the case of u~broken gauge symmetry because here we take into account the forms reduced on the cross sections {o-~} only. The transformation law (I-I') of these forms and the commutation relations (1-11) enable us to obtain the matrix MI'(see the Appendix) which defines the set of Eqs. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . The matrix is given in Table I . To the lines in this table there corresl(roffild the generators of group, E3 which induce the vector fields Mil, and to the columnS;, the space II coordinates; which are influenced by the vector fields Mil acting as differential operators (see (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) indefinite (i.e., the kinetic energy has no definite sign). This means that in case of the unbroken symmetry the action satisfying physical requirements is in principle unobtainable. In order to obtain in this case the transformation equations of coordinates yi we take it into account that the E3 group law of multiplication is given in the form (1-12) Using (1-2) ~ (1-4) , we obtain the matrix MI'" in case of the spontaneously broken symmetry (Table II) . In this table Ii are generators of the group H = 0(3). As seen from Table II, the coordinates yi are not transformed by group H. This is due to specific character of the inhomogeneous group which is a semidirect product and this has the result that in the case considered the groups C and Hi act each in its own invariant subspace of the space II. In case of other groups, the coordinates can be transformed by groups C and H as well.
Using the matrix MI'", we obtain that the forms F y and * F y lead to the following invariants: 
Sm[Ay]=fmgmnAmiAni!g d 4 x ,
in which case an explicit form of A / was used:
where Bm k are the gauge fields of group 0(3). The structure of the total action is like that of the usual Yang-Mills gauge theory with the spontaneously broken subgroup T3• § 3. Gauge-invariant Lagrangian for the Poincare group 1. Here we shall use the proposed method to construct a physically adequate action for the Poincare local group which has been given much attention in recent years (see the. surveys 9),10) and the references thereof).
It will be noted that in this case the method will not be used in a full measure because, physically, of primary interest is the Lagrangian containing the curvature components of the fibre bundle to a power not higher than the second. Besides, the determination of all gauge invariants for the Poincare group, though possible, is still cumbersome. We therefore restrict ourselves to the Lagrangians involving the squared curvature only.
2. As an initial object we take the principal fibre bundle P(M, fP) with the fourdimensional base M and the Poincare structural group fP. The standard commutation relations of the Lie algebra of group fP are ( 1, -1, -1, -1) ; a, fJ, )" 0' = 0, "', 3 .
(2·1)
As will be seen, the theory with the dynamic translation fields (i.e., the fields with the action containing a definite quadratic form of kinetic energy) can be constructed only for the spontaneous breaking of the group P down to the subgroup 0 (1, 3) . According to § 2, the gauge-invariant action can be constructed in the present case using the following quantities:
-components Rap, fRa of the local curvature form -components va of the tensor I-form V that is dual to the tangent frame. 6 )
The appearance of the I-form V is accounted for by the fact that P is the space-time group connected with the vielbein fibre bundle. In accord with the definition,6) in case of an arbitrary change ofthe local cross sections (It-> (J~' g, gEP this form is transformed by the homogeneous subgroup 0(1,3) cP
where oap is the 0 (1,3) vector representation matrix. Since the form va is invariant under the translation subgroup it can be reduced on no matter which set of cross sections ({ (J~} or {Y,}) .
Using the transformation laws of the forms Rap, fR a , Ryap, fR y a , ya, Aya from § 2 and also the relation (2,2), one can construct the matrix (Table III) of the set of Eqs. (1·10) determining the gauge-group invariants. The forms dual to the above-noted forms are not listed in Table III because they are transformed by the same law as are the initial ones.
3. Consider first the case of unbroken gauge symmetry which arises from taking into account the forms Rap, fRa.
Using Table III and the formulas (1' 8), (1, 9) , we find it out that the form fR a does not enter the expressions for invariants and that two invariants can be constructed from the forms Rap Addition of dual forms gives eight new invariants and only four of these have this squared curvature Table III . The matrix M for group P.
The action corresponding to the invariants 11, "',16 is
where C/.jf;Jpq=. aiC mnpq + ajgmPgnqjg; ai, aj are arbitrary constants; gmn = Vm a 7Jap Vn P is the metric tensor of the base M, g =.
-det gmn.
To the unbroken symmetry there also corresponds the action constructed with the inclusion of the I-forms va, * va. This is accounted for by the fact that the transformation properties of these forms, by the definition,6) do not depend on the set of cross sections ( {o-.} or {y,}) they are reduced on. In order to construct the action containing the squared curvature with the inclusion of va, * va it is to be noted that the invariant form under the group 0 (1, 3) containing the curvature 9l a is determined by the expression
Here h, h', h" are the 0(1,3)-invariant tensors and the continuation notation means analogous quantities with all kinds of arrangements of the Quality operator. . It is easy to show, using Table III , that all these expressions are not translationally invariant. This means that the curvature 9l a does not enter the action, as with 5 [R] . The other quantities {Rap, va and the dual-ones) are translationally invariant. Therefore the invariants are constructed from these quantities by the usual rules with the help of convolutions with the 0 (1,3) It will be emphasized that as it follows from the commutation relations (2·1) the curvature Rap is expressed only through the gauge fields A ap of the subgroup 0 (1,3) . In the case of the Poincare unbroken gauge group involving the squared curvature the action S[R]+S [R, V] does not contain the translation subgroup fields at all and corresponds in fact to the gauge theory for the Lorentz group 0 (1,3) . where MJjP' is an arbitrary tensor constructed from TJaP, eaPr8; !Rh8=!R}mn Vrm V8 n .
The connection forms Aya, * Aya lead to the appearance of eight odd invariants; to obtain the expressions of these invariants the form va in the expressions 14 (geometrically, the reduction of the affine fibre bundle to a linear one) and assume Am a = V m a (the choice of the affine connection proper among a set of generalized affine connections), the curvature g(a becomes a usual torsion.
6 )
The additional requirement g( a = 0 leads to a Lagrangian of either the general relativity theory or the gravitation theory with the squared curvature.
A physically interesting feature of the Lagrangian we obtained is that it makes possible the existence of the massive vector particles corresponding to the gauge fields of the translation subgroup ("translanons").
In most of the papers concerned with the Poincare group (see Refs. 9) and 10) and the references thereof) the Lagrangians obtained contain no gauge fields of the translation subgroup and, in fact, correspond, notwithstanding the authors' statement, to the theory for the Lorentz subgroup 0(1, 3). It will be noted, that the Lagrangian for the group P in the case of nondynamic gauge fields was obtained quite differently in a paper;l!) the Goldstone fields y(x) were introduced by "hands" and not geometrically.
6. Hence, we suggest a method of construction of gauge· invariant Lagrangians that is equally good for any Lie group. As is illustrated, the method permits construction of a physically adequate Lagrangian, in particular, for inhomogeneous groups. Two circum· stances enable us to overcome a usual difficulty arising due to degeneracy of Killing's metric: 1) A general method of construction of all invariants is used that is not connected with any metric. 2) The method includes, alongside the theories with the exact symmetry, the theories with the spontaneous breaking. Substituting in this formula the structural constants of the algebra (1·11), we find Table I is obtained from these relations.
